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THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries has traditionally been
regarded as one of the most important landmarks of Western History. For a variety of reasons, its
history has been written, for the most part, from the perspective of the North Atlantic world: England
and France take centre stage, while developments in the Low Countries, Germany and Italy follow
close behind. The Iberian world, on the other hand, has been almost completely absent from the
dominant narrative, despite the fact that for the past forty years, an immense amount of research has
been generated (mainly in Spain and Portugal) on the subject of Iberian scientific activity.1
Just over a year ago, a symposium took place in Valencia whose title was ―Beyond the Black Legend.
Spain and the Scientific Revolution.‖ There were historians from the United States, Italy, Belgium,
Portugal and Spain. Our aim was to encourage a more balanced assessment of Iberia’s role in the history
of early modern science. Also, to test current interpretations of the Scientific Revolution, and to pose
the question of whether or not an account of the Scientific Revolution and the origins of modernity
that omits Iberian can have any meaning at all. The publication of the Proceedings which will comes
out at the end of this year and its consequent reaction, will show how much we achieved our objectives.2
Now in the present symposium, we have the opportunity to continue discussing the general theme of
the Iberian world and the development of modern and contemporary science by means of the various
presentations.
Certainly, the historiographical renovation during the last decades, both in themes and in methods
or procedures and objectives of the history of science, with greater and better attention to factors including cultural, social, economic, ideological, and political ones, have favoured, in principle, the interest
in the ―Iberian case‖.3 Another advantage has been the growing interest to tackle the complex relation and
mediations between the local (where science is carried out) and the universal (the aim of scientific
discourse). The latter, has given greater focus to the development of scientific activity at different levels or
geopolitical or cultural aspects (or themes related to them): the city, the region, the kingdom, the emerging nations, empires. And one would also have to add the insistence of practical science, and, along with
this, a greater attention to experimental practices, instruments, and images (iconography), and, in general,
to the material culture of science.
Nevertheless, we still do not have comparative studies, based on suitable, homogenous criteria of
comparison which allows a balance between the general processes and the culturally specific. As is
well known, the nightmare of any editor of comparative studies is to get the authors to use criteria
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which will then allow such a comparison. We can cite as an example the book edited by Porter and
Teich on the Scientific Revolution in National Context.4 This book, a pioneer in this type of approach,
does not go beyond a collection of very interesting writings but without an authentic, comparative
perspective and without tackling the problem of defining the European nations studied in this period:
―Italy‖, ―German Nations‖, ―Poland‖, ―Spain and Portugal‖ etc. However, we are in complete agreement
with the editors of this work that the processes of global scientific change cannot be isolated and understood without taking into account questions of language, education, communication networks,
institutions, economy, social relations, politics, religion, patronage and other comparable elements.
Nevertheless, as Pyenson states, this book does not make it clear that ―nation‖ is a unit of analysis
better than linguistic communities, regions, defined or definite geographical areas or cities.5
If we speak about Spain for example, a basic premise is to define what we mean by this name in
the 16th and 17th centuries. The usual definition is to understand Spain as the combination of the various
kingdoms of the period that make up the present Spain of our times, bearing in mind all the enormous
administrative differences and other factors. As José Antonio Maravall has pointed out, when referring
to Spanish monarchy, we have to distinguish between three different levels: each peninsular kingdom,
the combination of the kingdoms of Hispanic tradition and the imperial conglomerate that had been
built up under the Spanish Crown. With reference to science and technology, the three levels affect
scientific activity: the imperial project, the building of a modern state and the diversity of the peninsular kingdoms with their own social-political organisation and their own cultural traditions.6
The present work, focused on certain aspects of the scientific relations between the Low Countries
and the peninsular kingdoms of the Spanish monarchy in the 16th century, aspires to contribute some
facts and thoughts and to trigger and develop an ample programme of work in this direction of comparative studies and the diffusion of knowledge.
The political circumstances of the countries that concern us, that changed considerably throughout
the century, conditioned the relations that we are studying. But, in spite of the adverse, political and
ideological context, especially in the last third of the 16th and the first decade of the 17th, these relations
were maintained and in some cases intensified. They were particularly intense in the fields of natural
history, botany, medicine, as well as astronomy, geography, cartography and the art of navigation.
These relations can be studied according to different aspects as:
1. The patronage relationship between Spanish monarchs, nobles / aristocrats and the scientists and
technicians of the Low Countries or scientific-technical services tendered by scientists and technicians
of the Low Countries to Spanish monarchs or governors.
2. Circulation, diffusion and use of works, objects, instruments etc from either Spanish or Low Countries
technicians or scientists.
3. Friendship, collaboration, teacher-pupil between the scientists or technicians of the two countries.
4. Influence of any type of works or contributions of scientist or technicians of the two countries.
5. The general circulation of knowledge through books, objects or instruments, oral communication
through personal contact or correspondence.
In this work, we are concerned with certain aspects of the scientific-technological relations in questions
concerning astronomy, geography, cartography and the art of navigation.
In the field of cosmography (astronomy and its applications and geography) and in the nautical
field, we have to first point out the enormous influence in Spain of Reiner Gemma Frisius, both in his
teaching in Louvaine and in his work (texts, cartography, and instrument design).
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Gemma Frisius was professor of medicine at the University of Louvaine, and at the same time,
around 1543, began to give private maths lessons in his house.7 Among those who attended the classes
were two distinguished Spanish authors of scientific works, Juan de Rojas and Jerónimo Muñoz. Rojas,
who hailed from an old, noble, Spanish family, travelled to the Low Countries with Charles the Fifth
and Prince Philip. Rojas studied mathematics with the physician and humanist Justus Velesius (whom
Rojas himself encouraged to teach this disciplines) and then (or at the same time) with Gemma Frisius.
On returning to Spain, he published a work entitled Commentariorum in Astrolabium (1550) in which
he describes a universal astrolabe based on an orthographic projection of the celestial sphere over the
colure of the solstices. In this work, Rojas continually says how indebted he is to Gemma Frisius and
he also includes six chapters of an important Gemma Frisius text concerning the geodesic triangulation, Libelus de locorum describendum ratione (1550) with his own commentaries. While elaborating
his treatise, Rojas also collaborates with Hugo Helt, born in Groningen, educated in Louvaine and
living in Spain around 1545. According to what Rojas himself says in the preface of Book 6 of his
work concerning the construction of the astrolab, this aspect of the work is based on a description
supplied by Helt. Previously in 1549 in Salamanca, Helt had published a book entitled Declaración y
uso del relox español entretexido en las armas de la muy Antigua y esclarecida casa de Roias, in
which he had the help of the outstanding humanist Francisco Sánchez de las Brozas, who translated it
into Spanish from the Latin. The work is dedicated to the Marquis of Poza, Juan de Rojas’s father. The
aim was to describe an instrument, that, more than a sundial, as the title suggests, is a type of simplified astrolabe.8
Gemma Frisius’ important text on the geodesic triangulation technique, was included in all the reeditions of the Cosmographia by Pedro Apiano, based on what Frisius produced in 1533 adding his
own material. Was also included in Gemma’s De principis astronomiae (1547).9 Thanks to this and
Rojas’s work, this text achieved considerable diffusion in Spain. It appears that it was used by Pedro
Esquivel to complete the map of Spain that was ordered by Philip the Second in the decade of 1560–
1570.10 Jerónimo Muñoz describes it in detail in his treatise, a conserved manuscript of astronomy and
geography, prepared for his classes in Valencia.11
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As already stated, Jerónimo Muñoz, one of the most outstanding Spanish scientists of the sixteenth
century, must have attended Gemma Friusius’classes in Louvaine, whom he addresses in his work as
―institutor noster‖.
Muñoz, moreover, in the treatise cited says to have frequently used the geodesic triangulation
technique in his cartographical works and illustrates the procedure by means o a triangulation between
Valencia and different places to the north of the city. Likewise, Pérez de Moya, an outstanding
scientific popularizer, also describes it in his Tratado de Mathemáticas of 1573 and, in the University
of Salamanca, Hernando de Aguillera, professor of mathematics and astronomy between 1561 and
1575, must have explained the technique in his classes because he used the text of Cosmography of
Pedro Apiano – Gemma Frisius.12
Regarding the influence of Gemma Frisius on Jerónimo Muñoz, we will add that there is an ample
treatise, in the form of a manuscript, dedicated to the planisphere, or astrolabe described by Rojas and
its different applications, as well as other descriptions of instruments based on the teachings of Gemma
Frisius, such as the astronomic ring designed by this.13
Concerning navigations, the pioneers in this new nautical art, as is well known, were the Portuguese;
it began in the second half of the fifteenth century, modern, astronomical navigation, creating the nautical ―regiments‖ and published the first nautical guides. In Spain, institutions were formed such as the
Casa de la Contratación de Sevilla, where these new navigational techniques were considerably
developed and where classes were given to pilots. From this environment, a number of relevant works
were written, some of which, such as the treatises on the art of navigation by Pedro Medina (1545) and
Martín Cortés (1551) were translated into different languages and edited on numerous occasions in
different countries in Europe. Medina’s work in particular, was translated into Dutch and edited in
Antwerp in 1580 and in Amsterdam in 1589 and 1598.14 Along with Medina’s work, they edited, as an
attachment, a Instrucción sobre los puntos principales de la navegacíon, also into Dutch, authored by
the scientist Michel Coignet who was a native of Antwerp. In the following year, Coignet published
this same text amplified. From the first chapter, Coignet demonstrates that he is familiar with the
Spanish writers, whose works he quotes along with Pedro Apiano’s and Gemma Frisius’, incorporating
or discussing their different doctrines or procedures.15 A similar influence of the Spanish writers can
be seen in the Spieghel der Zeevaerdt (Leiden 1584/85) of Lucas Jansz Waghenaer de Enkhuize, a
magnificent collection of nautical maps accompanied by a general revision of the art of navigation. At
the end of the century, in 1598, the Compendio del arte de navegar by Rodrigo Zamorano was edited
in Dutch in Amsterdam.16
Philip the Second and his ministers sponsored various cartographical activities, for various reasons,
including the importance for the administration and control of the territories under his control, for
possible military uses and for its symbolic value. Thus, the great cartographer Jacob van Deventer,
12
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founder of the cartographic school of the Low Countries, was appointed ―royal geographer‖ and was
entrusted in 1559 to make maps of all the cities in these territories: Deventer made a total of almost
300 maps. For the same period, Philip the Second entrusted Anton van den Wingaerde to do a similar
work in Spain. The result of this was 62 maps of 50 Spanish cities and sketches of various others.
Another distinguished cartographer in the service of the Brussels government was Christian Sgrooten.
In 1568, the Duke of Alba gave him the task of the ―description of the cities and countries of His
Majesty, its limits and territories‖: the result is two great manuscript collections, kept in both Brussels
and Madrid, each one including 38 maps of the Low Countries and Germany.17
One of the greatest undertakings of the time, carried out in the Low Countries and related to cartography and geography was the work of Abraham Ortelius which can be considerd as the first modern
world atlas: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, whose first edition appeared in 1570. Ortelius’s work, in this
and subsequent editions, was a considerable effort of synthesis of the most recent cartographical
knowledge of the time. In this sense, it used, either directly or indirectly the works of Spanish and
Portuguese cartographers and geographers, related both to the Peninsular and other regions of the
world explored or mapped by these authors. The Spanish authors that are included by Ortelius in this
catalogue are Arías Montano, Gerónimo de Chaves, Diego Gutiérrez, Pedro Medina and Diego
Mendoza or Méndez (author of a map of Perú that still has not been identified), a list that does not
exhaust all the Spanish authors used in the Theatrum. The map of Spain in the first edition of Ortelius’s
Theatrum, is based on the one elaborated by Clusius, who in turn based his on former sources. However,
in the successive editions, Ortelius improved the map thanks to Arías Montano, who sent him different
maps of Spain and Portugal and from the overseas colonies or some particular information on this
subjetcs. Furthermore, permission was given to Ortelius’s collaborators to visit Spain and to make
their own maps. In 1573, Montano succeeded in having Ortelius named as ―royal geographer‖.18 In
1574, Arias entered the Album amicorum of Ortelius with the following verses:
If Montano could do for his friends everything he wants, and serve them for a specific aim,
believe me dear Ortelius, nobody would be more esteemed than you and nobody would be
happier than Montano.19
Another of Ortelius’s sources of information was Fadrique Furió Ceriol who also features in the
Album Amicorum of the Dutch author. Furió was born in Valencia and studied in Paris and Louvaine
where in 1553, he published Institutiones Rhetoricarum. In his work Bononiae (1556), he defended the
translation of the bible in the vulgar tongue, which caused him numerous problems. In 1559 in
Antwerp, he published his El Concejo y consejeros del Príncipe, in the printing press of Martin Nucio,
editor of numerous books in Spanish or Latin by Spanish authors, such as the Sylvia by Pedro Mexia,
el Libro de los inventores del arte de marear by Antonio de Guevara or the Observationes to the
Historia Natural of Pliny by Fernando Núñez de Toledo. Furió was especially interested in the affairs
of the Low Countries, and around 1566, working in the service of Philip the Second, offered an intelligent and acceptable assessment of the political situation, favouring the moderate position of the
Ebolist party. Although it is not certain that he belonged to the ―Charitatis family‖, he had many
friends among the members of this ―family‖. He was also a friend of Andreas Schott, the Jesuit
humanist of Antwerp who traveled through Spain, correspondent of Ortelius and author of the
Bibliotheca Hispanica and Hendrick Cock of Goronchem (Gorcum), living in Spain since 1574,
author of the map of Spain used by Ortelius for his Hispaniae Veteris Descriptio. Cock worked in a
Biblioteca for Spanish authors that remained unpublished, but was used by Schott.20
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In the 1584 edition of Ortelius’s Theatrum, he included a map of the Valencian Kingdom, the
oldest in existence of this country. Ortelius very probably elaborated it from the information given to
him by Furió Ceriol as is suggested by the correspondence between Arias and Ortelius and the note
included by Ortelius himself in the Theatrum concerning the inhabitants of the country of the Valencian
Kingdom, in which Ortelius cites Furió Ceriol as his source.21 In any case, and as we have shown in
other works, the principal source of the map published by Ortelius was Jerónimo Muñoz, who worked
intensely in the geography and cartography of the Valencian Kingdom, demonstrating the worth of
the triangulation technique described by Gemma Frisius. There are various Muñoz’s writings on this
theme which has allowed us to establish our hypothesis. Furthermore, it appears that Muñoz drew a
map of Valencian Kingdom which up to the present time, we have been unable to locate.22
As Jean-Marc Besse has pointed out, cosmography was both the ―chambre d’echo‖ (the echo
chamber or soundbox) and the work of an intellectual community.23 The so-called ―Republic of Letters‖,
that was experiencing its initial stages then (in the Renaissance). Via correspondence or direct contact,
an intense interchange of information was carried out — texts, ideas, information, data, maps — it was
instituting a universal space of communication. Cosmography of this period had dimensions which were
both scientific and political, aesthetic and ethical, philosophical and religious. The intellectual personalities
of certain figures such as Abraham Ortelius, author of the Theatrum orbis terraum, among other works,
were a good representative of these dimensions. They also represent the culture of tolerance that was
practiced in the Low Countries, by a group of intellectuals united in the belief of human unity above
personal religions and politics and united in the belief of civil and moral peace, based on the spirit.
The enterprise of carrying out the Theatrum orbis terrarum personifies this mission, but also the
undertaking of the Poliglot Bible can be considered to be furnished by similar ideas, the same as
Ortelius’s Album amicorum which clearly represent the ecumenical beliefs of those intellectuals. The
relationship between intellectuals such as Ortelius, Plantín, Montano, Cornelius, Gemma and Guillaume
Postel are very well known although they deserve further study in relation to scientific questions and
in the framework of their concerns and ideals. Other relationships are not so well known and need to
be investigated. Here we want to insist — to conclude — in the case of Jerónimo Muñoz, probably
encouraged by similar ideals, although because of his discretion, a typical characteristic of the members
of the ―familia charitatis‖, we can only formulate a hypothesis. According to our conclusions in previous
works, his cosmological ideas have a strong Stoic influence, and in the few theological-religious texts
preserved of Muñoz, one perceives a criticism, albeit concealed, of the Church as an institution.
Furthermore, let us recall some information: one of Muñoz’s teachers in Louvaine was Gemma Frisius;
Muñoz was a Hebrew teacher in Ancona. On returning to Spain, in Valencia and Salamanca, apart
from his chairs in mathematics and cosmography, he also taught Hebrew; his important text on the
supernova of 1572 was very soon translated into French by Gui Lefévre of the Boderie, a Hebraist, a
pupil of Postel and a collaborator in the Polyglot Bible; this text on the nova was quoted and discussed
also by Cornelius Gemma; and as we have indicated, his geography works were known to Ortelius,
probably through Furió Ceriol (a Valencian, like Muñoz), and Ortelius used them to produce the map
of the Kingdom of Valencia. A good example suggestive then of the complicated network of relationships,
interchanges and influences between the Low Countries and Spain.
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